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ABSTRACT 
THE IMPACT OF SCIENTIFIC CREATIONISM 
IN THE SOVIET UNION AND THE SOVIET RESPONSE 
A. JAMES MELNICK 
P.O. BOX 2567 
SPRINGFIELD, VIRGINIA 22152 
Increasing references to scientific creationism in Soviet athei stic publications indicate that 
it is having an impact. Attacks on creationism in Soviet publications have not ended with 
glasnost', but concurrently, this policy-- which allows greater press freedoms and more 
; mportat i on of mater; a 1 pub 1 i shed in the Wes t - -may eventua 11y expose more persons in the 
Soviet Union than ever before to the concepts of scientifi c creationism. 
INTRODUCTION 
Even during the current Soviet policy of glasnost ' {openness j publicity)--with its increased 
tolerance for rel igion and greater allowances for diverse intellectual activity-- scientific 
creationism remains an area of inquiry under major attack by the Soviet atheistic 
establi shment. Creationist materials published in Russian in the West have nevertheless had 
an effect both in the Soviet Union and on the Soviet emigre cOlTMTlunity in the West. The 
philosophic impl i cations of sc ientific creationism continue to directly threaten the 
ideological underpinnings of the Soviet atheisti c establishment and the Marxist-Leninist 
world-view. (l) The impact of scientific creationism upon some Soviet intellectuals trained 
in "scientific atheism" demonstrates its usefulness as an apologetical tool. 
IDEOLOGICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF SOVIET ATHEISM: AN ANTI-CREATIONIST CORE 
Despite greater current tolerance of religion, "scientific atheism" remains the official 
world-view of the Soviet Union. (2) As a February, 1988, PRAVDA article stated: "It 
is ... necessary to s tep up atheist work among all sections of the population." (3) Further, as 
Soviet affairs analyst Dimitry Pospielovsky writes : " ... hostility toward religion is the core 
of the teaching of historical and dialectical materialism - -the philosophical doctrine of the 
COnvTlunist Party of the Soviet Union . " (4) The eradication of bel ief in a Creator is a key 
goal of Soviet atheism. Since scientific creationism challenges that view, while asserting 
that educated, sc i ent ifi c people can bel i eve in God lit has come under heavy attack by the 
Soviet atheistic establishment. There is no room in this world-view even for the theistic 
evolution of a Teilhard de Chardin, who is almost as vigorously attacked in relevant Soviet 
publication s as creationists. (5) 
THE ATTACK ON CREATIONISM 
Soviet attacks on creationism have grown in recent years . In 1987, the journal NAUCHNYI 
ATEIZM (Scientific Atheism)--which referred to scientific creationism as "a real problem [for] 
scientific atheism"--devoted an entire issue to it, entitled, 'SCIENTIFIC' CREATIONISM: 
PRETENSIONS AND REALITY. (6) Before that, the issue appears to have been dealt with in brief 
sections of books deal ing with attacks on rel igion in general or in short articles. Official 
access to creationist materials from the West appears to have been limited. (7) 
Some Soviet publications criticize what they believe;s the real root of the problem. One 
source cites the Creation Research Society and the Institute for Creation Research as the 
"chief centers " of "so-cal1ed 'scientific' creationism." It further claims that creationism 
is a II spec ific mutation of theological consciousness." [!] (8) Another claims that belief in 
creationism in the West has grown, in part , because of "the crisis of capitalism." (9) 
Another source gives this back -handed compliment to the effectiveness of some creationist 
publications : "The sy s tematic output of numerous fidei s t works by these centers [ICR and CRS] 
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shows a definite influence for making more active those theologians in European countries who 
are so disposed." (10) 
DISTORTIONS 
One 1989 Soviet anti-religious book full of distortions on many subjects makes the following 
claims about creationism in the United States: 
In several states in the USA, religious fanatics advanced the demand that Biblical 
teaching on the creation of the world be taught alongside of the Darwinian theory .. . In the 
states of Wisconsin, Missouri and South Dakota , creationism was introduced into the school 
course of biol09Y. (11) 
The book also discusses the 1981 Arkansas creation case, implying that the law is still 
current and making no mention of the fact that it was overturned by a court decision. (12) 
The 1984 edition of the annual ATHEISTIC READINGS attacked the Louisiana balanced treatment 
statute. It claimed that a foreign correspondent had allegedly visited an American classroom 
"of one of these courses" where students were taught that "the world was created by a god on 
26 October 4004 B.C . .. " (13) The writer concluded: "Thus, in the twentieth century , in the 
greatest capitalist country, medieval obscurantism is propagated with the connivance of 
governmental authori ty. (14) 
THE IMPACT OF SCIENTIFIC CREATIONIST MATERIALS ON THE SOVIET UNION 
Understanding the overall impact of Western creationist materials on the Soviet Union is more 
complex, since it is still unknown how widely they have been di stributed. Beginning in 1976, 
a series of books published in the West laid the groundwork for the current Soviet response to 
the creationist movement. In 1978, Thomas Heinze's book. CREATION OR EVOLUTION, was 
translated into Ru ss ian, publ ished in the We st and then distributed to many Soviet emigres 
then pouring out of the Soviet Union. (15) Some copies of the book found their way into the 
Soviet Union. where the book was critiqued in the 1987 NAUCHNYI ATEIZM booklet cited earlier. 
(16) A Soviet book with nearly the same title as Heinze 's original Russian translation was 
published in 1981. (17) 
THE RUSSIAN EDITION OF "A SCIENTIFIC CASE FOR CREATION" 
Dr. Henry Morris ' book, A SCIENTIFIC CASE FOR CREATION, was published in Ru ss ian in 1981. (18) 
The translation had an impact on intellectual Soviet emigres to the United States in the early 
1980 's-- especially those with scientific or technical backgrounds--who were raised as atheists 
in the Sov i et Un i on and never exposed to creati on i s t concepts. One em; gre mathemat i c i an I 
discussed the book with had this comment: "One must consider this book on its scientific 
merits. There are a few points I question, but overall it is a very interesting and very 
important book." Another, a former Soviet engineer, stated: lI[This book] is something you 
can really sink your teeth into . It 's scientifically based, and I can follow the arguments 
very well . It 's very , very interesting , and I would like to read more on the subject." He 
also stated that he could not understand religious books--they were nebulous to him, probably 
because of his atheistic upbringing. 
This book 's impact within the Soviet Union has an interesting history. A copy of the book and 
a letter from fCR ASSOCiate Director, Dr. Duane Gish, were mailed to the PreSidium of the 
Soviet Academy of Sciences. There was a reply from Academician A.A. Baev, then a member of 
the Presidium of the Academy : 
The Academy of Sciences does not consider it expedient to enter into discussion of a work 
so one-sided in its approach to the problem of the origin of 1 ife ... (19) 
This was more or less an official response. Yet. from a Soviet scientist writing to the West-
-whose name must simply remain "K.", for fear of retribution--came this comment: "Are the 
approaches of contemporary creationists to the analysis of the evolutionary problems 
scientific? Yes, they are. I don ' t see a basis for denying that." (20) He had had an 
opportunity to read the book and was very interested in the arguments presented. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The professional Soviet atheistic establishment makes no secret of its open warfare on theism 
and creationism. Even during the current period of glasnost ' , it continues to employ 
ridicule, distortions of fact, and straw men argumentation in its attacks. Nevertheless, when 
creationist materials are made available to Soviet scientists, such as scientist "K." noted in 
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this paper, or to self-defined atheistic Soviet emigres, they are often shown to have a 
powerful apologetical effect. This leads to the conclusion that a widespread introduction of 
scientific creationist concepts into the Soviet Union could decisively challenge the 
prevail ing orthodoxy of "scientific atheism". 
The views expressed are those of the author and are not official views of the U.S. Government 
nor any department or agency. 
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